
LLumar® Glass Enhancement Film

Be Inspired.

Customized To 

Complement Your Design

LLumar® decorative films are custom 

cut, spliced and finished to your 

specifications. Film can be applied 

to virtually any glass surface, as well 

as metal, paned, or other flat or 

cylindrical surfaces.

LLumar® glass enhancement film is 

available through the LLumar® national

dealer network.
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While the effect is rich and striking, etched
glass is difficult and costly to install and
maintain. Altering etched glass is virtually
impossible. And cleaning it can be problematic. 

By contrast, LLumar® glass enhancement film 
creates the look of etched glass yet is infinitely
changeable. Such flexibility can be especially
important in leased spaces or commercial
properties where changing company logos and
signage mandate frequent updates.  Once
applied, LLumar® film can be wiped clean with
conventional glass cleaner. And it is far more
cost-efficient than etched glass. 

About the Manufacturer: CPFilms Inc. is the largest manufacturer of window film in the world.  CPFilms is a wholly owned 
subsidiary of SOLUTIA Inc. and is an ISO 9001 certified facility. 



complement interior appointments

graphic designs
decorative enhancement

stock patterns

One look at LLumar® glass 

enhancement film and you will 

know you have never seen a window 

film quite like it.

- This film lets you achieve the look of 

etched glass, at a fraction of the cost.

- It opens unlimited design possibilities, 

allowing you to bring vibrant color, visual 

effects and graphic patterns to glass surfaces

in commercial and residential spaces.

- It gives you new power to impart privacy 

and enhance safety in commercial spaces. 

LLumar® glass enhancement film puts 

a new world of creativity, functionality 

and flexibility within your grasp. And 

within your vision.
visual effects

Fashionable … 



You can bring color and texture to 

virtually any glass window, door, or room

divider. Subtly or sensationally. LLumar®

decorative film puts multiple colors and

patterns at your disposal:  red, yellow,

green, blue, bronze, white, black, matte,

frost. Combine any or all to splash on 

virtually any color. Achieve any hue.

Diffuse, focus, or block light completely. 

You can customize a space with a 

corporate logo or signage. And choose

from dozens of patterns to create 

enriching visuals; overlap multiple 

patterns to create signature effects.

Fabulous … custom murals

corporate graphics & logos

vibrant colors

a wide selection 
of stock patterns

signature effects



& Functional
LLumar® decorative film does more than

enhance aesthetics — it serves vital 

functions, and can be applied to:

• glass partitions
• retail displays
• walkways
• office doors
• conference rooms
• private spaces

LLumar® decorative films can be used to:

• make glass surfaces clearly and 
beautifully visible 

• delineate passageways
• enhance safety in public spaces
• add flexibility to displays

LLumar® film can even add solar 

protection to sun-drenched spaces. 

glass partitions

improve 
glass visibility

matte for privacy

accent retail displays

Whether you want to memorably
reproduce a client’s logo in a 
corporate entranceway, add new
interest to a retail display, or 
cost-efficiently bring the beauty 
of etched glass to the front door 
of a client’s residence, let LLumar®

be your inspiration.  

Achieve the look of fine etched
glass, without the expense or
permanence.


